The world’s enhancements have opened various doors to help man live for himself. Among these enhancements is the discovery and further growth of technology. These technologies help us in fields such as in health care, business and education.

STI, with its mission and vision to provide quality education, now offers its students with more options that can help them achieve their dreams through a system that encourages them to be active participants in nation building and prepares them to global competitiveness—the E2E System.

The Enrollment to Employment System, also known as E2E, provides help to its student by the time he enrolls, until the time he graduates as he looks for a job—both local and abroad. This program also aims to give its students innovative learning through on-the-job training programs and acquainting them to the facilities they are to encounter in their chosen field. Not only do the students develop their skills in human resource, they are also being honed as the future builders and heroes of the nation.

To give us a hindsight of what this program offers its students, let’s give the E2E System a closer look.

Learning Systems Development

What’s to work hard for when you don’t even know the basics of your job? An advanced curriculum trains and grooms its students to the basics on what’s to know about their courses and offers them a bird’s-eye view on their chosen field.

Academic Delivery System

E2E enables its student to be more acquainted with the job itself. It offers different course wares and highly-advanced curriculum standards. STI is the only
school that offers this system, changing the learning experience of its students, making them job prepared and ready to face real world challenges.

**Student Certification Programs**

E2E also encourage its students to become job ready by giving them a taste on what they will be working at. Students become more aware on how the facilities in their environment work. STI offers different skills laboratories in its campuses to further cater to the needs of its students—a gymnasium, dance room, culinary arts room, music room, miniature ICU room and clinic, and the likes—all fully equipped with facilities that its students can use.

**Job Placement Assistance**

The final step, and probably the most important part of the system enables its student to look for a job—both local and abroad. With the support of different companies such as Smart Communications, students enrolled in STI have a great chance of working right after they graduate. STI also monitors its students through I-CARES (Interactive Career Assistance and Recruitment System) which also helps other graduates and enrollees who are looking for employment.

STI not only opens a new door to the world of Information Technology by offering its students with a wide range of facilities, but they also aim to help its students become job prepared by preparing them for real-life challenges.
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